
FORD MARKETING MIX 4P S

Ford Motor Companyâ€™s marketing mix (4Ps) supports the firmâ€™s ability to connect with its target customers. This
marketing mix and related strategies also evolve through time to ensure Fordâ€™s competitiveness in reaching its
target markets around the world. Ford Motor Companyâ€™s.

Mainly include four distribution channels i. Product- The company has a large product portfolio made up of
automotive and financial services. Apart from its innovative technology and a modern production, supply and
distribution chain, one important strength of the brand is the trust it has built over the years. Apart from these
things Ford remained the best selling brand in US for the eighth straight year. Ford has an automotive finance
division called Ford Motor Credit Company for its customers. This was an effective advertisement, that was
run during the start of this year. The brand is dedicated to a better future for the planet while also working for
more safety of the passengers. Place Ford is number-one to introduce the notion of production at a large scale
with technical workers. Place â€” Ford is present globally. Ford has adopted a market-oriented strategy for the
cars and trucks. Promotion Ford uses competitive promotional strategies for its products and services to
maintain a long-running relationship with its customers. Ford displays various vehicles at the malls, events,
and exhibitions and gives presents to different personalities. In , its approximate number of dealerships was at
11, The Lincoln vehicles are especially designed for the customers who want luxury and technologically
efficient vehicles. Submit a Comment Your email address will not be published. The 4Ps in the marketing mix
of Ford are: Product With the usage of reliable and high technology, Ford gives the best of the vehicles to this
world. The 21st century automotive industry is marked by high competition and therefore the brands invest
heavily in both technological innovation as well as marketing. Auto parts stores and Website: the accessories,
parts and lifelong services are provided through the showrooms, third party stores or Fords parts website.
Apart from these strategies, Fords applies prices of cars based on the segments, geographical location, and
features. Sponsorship: Ford, with the belief of promoting its overall brand image, instead of promoting
specific products, follows unique strategy of promotion through sponsorship by associating the brand image
with football. Out of these 16 are intended to be full battery electric vehicles by  The brand is working to
expand its full range of electric vehicles by adding more of EVs to its product range, In this regard, it formed a
joint venture with Chinese maker of fully electrical vehicles Zotye. Apart from these the pricing strategy in the
marketing mix of Ford also includes prices of cars specific to segments, geographies, features and competitors.
In , the brand launched 11 more vehicles globally including a new F, Ecosport, Focus Electric, all new Fiesta,
an all new Expedition as well as an all new Lincoln Navigator. Its promotion campaigns have helped it
maintain its extensive market presence and engage customers better. Most of its products are made available
through this channel and contributes to majority of the sales revenue. It provides both fuel efficient and
average priced vehicles as well as luxury vehicles that cater to the higher end consumers. Ford manufactures
medium duty trucks, large good vehicles, light vans. In Automobiles Ford offers various ranges of sports car,
economy cars and luxury cars. It has also struck new partnerships globally to improve its market presence and
to grow its sales. In the recent years, it has focused more on environment friendly vehicles and proved to be an
important year of transition when it took important steps in the direction of producing electrical vehicles.
Promotion â€” Ford spends heavily on the marketing and promotion of its brands and products. Ford is the
well known principal sponsor of the UEFA Champions League for over 20 years now and they have also been
the principal sponsor for sky sport for around the same time. It publicizes the products and services through
newspapers, magazines, online channels, and TV. It mainly follows two types of policy: Premium and
market-oriented pricing policy. It is a global brand selling in nearly all corners of the world.


